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                Privacy Policy for pdf-book-search.com


This privacy policy is for this website pdf-book-search.com and governs the privacy of its users who choose to use it. The policy sets out the different areas where user privacy is concerned and outlines the obligations & requirements of the users, the website and website owners. Furthermore the way this website processes, stores and protects user data and information will also be detailed within this policy. 


1/Cookies and Tracking Technologies


We use automatically collected information and other information collected on the Service through cookies and similar technologies to: (i) personalize our Service, such as remembering a User's or Visitor's information so that the User or Visitor will not have to re-enter it during a visit or on subsequent visits; (ii) provide customized advertisements, content, and information; (iii) monitor and analyze the effectiveness of Service and third-party marketing activities; (iv) monitor aggregate site usage metrics such as total number of visitors and pages viewed; and (v) track your entries, submissions, and status in any promotions or other activities on the Service. You can obtain more information about cookies by visiting http://www.allaboutcookies.org.

This website uses cookies to better the users experience while visiting the website. Cookies are small files saved to the users computers hard drive that track, save and store information about the users interactions and usage of the website. This allows the website, through it's server to provide the users with a tailored experience within this website. Users are advised that if they wish to deny the use and saving of cookies from this website on to their computers hard drive they should take necessary steps within their web browsers security settings to block all cookies from this website and it's external serving vendors.  



2/Tracking software:Analytics


We use Google Analytics to measure and evaluate access to and traffic on the Public Area of the Site, and create user navigation reports for our Site administrators. Google operates independently from us and has its own privacy policy, which we strongly suggest you review. Google may use the information collected through Google Analytics to evaluate Users and Visitors activity on our Site. For more information, see Google Analytics Privacy and Data Sharing.(https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/6004245)

We take measures to protect the technical information collected by our use of Google Analytics. The data collected will only be used on a need to know basis to resolve technical issues, administer the Site and identify visitor preferences; but in this case, the data will be in non-identifiable form. We do not use any of this information to identify Visitors or Users.


This website uses tracking software to monitor it's visitors to better understand how they use it. This software is provided by Google Analytics which uses cookies to track visitor usage. The software will save a cookie to your computers hard drive in order to track and monitor your engagement and usage of the website but will not store, save or collect personal information. You can read Google's privacy policy here for further information.Other cookies may be stored to your computers hard drive by external vendors when this website uses referral programs, sponsored links or adverts. Such cookies are used for conversion and referral tracking and typically expire after 30 days, though some may take longer. No personal information is stored, saved or collected.



3/To Whom We Disclose Information


Except as described in this Policy, we will not intentionally disclose the Personal Data or Client Data that we collect or store on the Service to third parties without the consent of the applicable Visitor, User or Client. 



ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY



You understand that all information, data, text, software, music, sound, photographs, graphics, video, messages, tags, or other materials ("Content"), whether publicly posted or privately transmitted, are the sole responsibility of the person from whom such Content originated. This means that you, and not pdf-book-search.com , are entirely responsible for all Content that you upload, download, email, transmit or otherwise make available via the 
pdf-book-search.com Services.


You agree to not use the 
pdf-book-search.com Services to:


(A) upload, download, transmit or otherwise make available any Content that is unlawful, harmful, threatening, abusive, harassing, tortious, defamatory, vulgar, obscene, libelous, invasive of another's privacy, hateful, or racially, ethnically or otherwise objectionable;


(B) harm minors in any way;


(C) impersonate any person or entity, including, but not limited to, 
pdf-book-search.com itself, or falsely state or otherwise misrepresent your affiliation with a person or entity;


(E) upload, download, transmit or otherwise make available any Content that you do not have a right to make available under any law or under contractual or fiduciary relationships (such as inside information, proprietary and confidential information learned or disclosed as part of employment relationships or under nondisclosure agreements);


(F) upload, download, transmit or otherwise make available any Content that infringes any patent, trademark, trade secret, copyright or other proprietary rights of any party including the right of privacy ("Rights");


(H) upload, download, transmit or otherwise make available any material that contains software viruses, worms, Trojan horses, or any other computer code, files or programs designed to interrupt, destroy or limit the functionality of any computer software or hardware or telecommunications equipment;


(I) interfere with or disrupt the 
pdf-book-search.com Services or servers or networks connected to or utilized by the 
pdf-book-search.com Services, or disobey any requirements, procedures, policies or regulations of networks connected to the 
pdf-book-search.com  Services, including using any device, software or routine to bypass robot exclusion headers;


(J) intentionally or unintentionally violate any applicable local, state, national or international law, including, but not limited to, regulations promulgated by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, any rules of any national or other securities exchange, including, without limitation, the New York Stock Exchange, the American Stock Exchange or the NASDAQ, and any regulations having the force of law;


(K) provide material support or resources (or to conceal or disguise the nature, location, source, or ownership of material support or resources) to any organization(s) designated by the United States government as a foreign terrorist organization pursuant to section 219 of the Immigration and Nationality Act;


(M) use any robot, spider, site search/retrieval application, or other device to retrieve or index any portion of the Service or collect information about users for any unauthorized purpose;


(N) create user accounts by automated means or under false or fraudulent pretenses;


(O) interfere with or disrupt the 
pdf-book-search.com Services or servers or networks connected to the Service, or disobey any requirements, procedures, policies or regulations of networks connected to the Service;


(P) use the 
pdf-book-search.com  Services for anything other than personal non-commercial use;


(Q) reproduce, duplicate, copy, sell, trade, resell or exploit for any commercial purposes, any portion or use of, or access to, the 
pdf-book-search.com Services (including Content, advertisements, Software and your 
pdf-book-search.com ID);


(R) violate this Policy or run, install, store, transmit or otherwise make available any software, program, product or service that violates this Policy;


(S) violate any specific instructions given by 
pdf-book-search.com for reasons of health, safety or quality of the Services;


(T) sabotage any computers, machines or networks, or use or control bots, flooding or cloning or data extraction or gathering tools;


(U) attempt to interfere with or deny service to any user or host (e.g. denial of service attacks and/or DNS spoofing attacks);


(V) scan the networks of others for vulnerabilities without authorization;


(W) execute any form of network monitoring (e.g., using a packet sniffer) or otherwise engage in any monitoring or interception of data not intended for you without authorization;


(X) attempt to circumvent authentication or security of any host, network, or account ("cracking") without authorization;


(Y) use any program / script/ command, or send messages of any kind, designed to interfere with a third party customer terminal session, via any means, locally or via the Internet;


(Z) "pharming," that is, using malware, DNS cache poisoning or other means to redirect a user to a website or other service that simulates a service offered by a legitimate entity in order to collect identity information, authentication credentials, or other information from the legitimate users of that entity's service;


(AA) use the 
pdf-book-search.com  Services in excess of any specified bandwidth limitation for your user account or generate excessive server load on the servers providing the 
pdf-book-search.com Services;


(BB) attempt to circumvent or alter the process or procedures to measure time, bandwidth utilization, or other methods to document "use" of the 
pdf-book-search.com Services;


(CC) make any service, resource or part of the 
pdf-book-search.com Services available to others without authorization;


(DD) hijack IP space;


(FF) maintain an open mail relay and/or an open proxy;


(GG) use the Services in connection with or in support of the running of a mail server without a license to run such a server in any jurisdiction where such license is required;


(HH) be listed on an industry-recognized spam abuse list;


(II) use meta tags or any other "hidden text" utilizing 
pdf-book-search.com  name, domain name or trademarks on the 
pdf-book-search.com Services;


(JJ) collect or store personal data about other users in connection with the prohibited conduct and activities set forth in the subparagraphs above; and/or


(KK) do anything which hereinafter will be widely regarded as network abuse.








pdf-book-search.com  is  Google powered search engine that queries Google to show PDF search results.


pdf-book-search.com is custom search engine powered by Google for searching pdf files. All search results are from google search results. We do not host an pdf ebook files on the site.


pdf-book-search.com  Find PDF (Adobe Acrobat files) using the power of Google.


pdf-book-search.com  is  Search engine dedicated to finding the most PDF files.


PDF and ebook search is one of the important searches which we do to find books or research paper related to a topic. Most of us use Google or other search engines for this book. Advanced users use Google filetype query to make search even more, better to filter results only to PDF.  Still, it takes longer time than finding just content.

To make the PDF search faster you can use pdf-book-search.com  PDF search engines which shows only PDF links for your search term.
		


pdf-book-search.com is a PDF Search Engine that searches and downloads hundreds of millions of text files, documents, and Ebooks for free in the popular PDF format. This system uses Google's algorithms to optimize the speed and deliver extremely accurate search results.


pdf-book-search.com was developed with Non-profit purposes


Just enter your keywords, titles, ebooks in seconds, and you get what you need. Plus one click to download without signing up and absolutely no fees!


pdf-book-search.com is suitable for those who regularly search for materials for study and study: Professors, Teachers, Attorneys, Students and Students ...


All books are the property of their respective owners.
This site does not host pdf, DOC files all document are the property of their respective owners.
Please respect the publisher and the author for their creations if their books are copyrighted


If You feel this PDF Search Engine are useful. Please help us share this on the School Forums, Your blog, Social Network...
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